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COMTRIBUTIOHS TO THE THEORY OR’ IHOOMPLIITE TENSION BAY*

By E. Schapitz

In a metal panel stressed simultaneously in shear and
compression , the stress distribution immediately after
buckling is still nonuniform and the second principal
stress Is not as yet negllgi’ble. This condition designat-
ed as “incomplete tension bay” is described by the present
theory for the general case of combined stresses and elas-
tically flexible stiffeners. The behavior of the buckled
plate is marked by two factors, one of which characterizes
the distribution of stress, the other the geometrical de-
formation which occurs with curved metal panele. The ~a-
riation of the factors with the stresses and deformations
must be obtained by experiments.

SUMMARY

The present report offers an approximate theory for
the stress and deformation oondition after buokling of the
skin in reinforced panele and shells loaded In simple
shear and compression and under combined stresses. The
theory presents a unified scheme for stresses of these
types: it is based upon the concept of a nonuniform stress
distribution in the metal panel and its marked power of
resistance againet compressive stresses (Iii.neompleten ten-
sion b~). The stress distribution in the metal skin Is
designated by the factor w which disappears with the
gradual approach of the condition of ‘Icompleten tension
bay; that is, the untform stress distribution. In pure
compressive stress a relation exists between factor u!
and the ‘apparentl’ width. The geometrical distortion of
curved metal panels under shear is expressed by the faotor
(y which also varies with the load and, on approaching

the complete tension p~el, tends toward its maximum val-

ue c=-yg ‘ - - ‘
24 ●

At the point of buekiing””the calculation
.——

*“Beitr~ge sur Theorie des unvollst~digen Zugfeldes.”
Luftfahrtforschung, vol. 14, no. 3, Hareh 20, 1937,
pp. .129-136.
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goos over into the theorems of the elasticity theory.

The factors w and ~y are obtainable from stress

and deformation measurements on shell bodies, The stress
distr~bution faotor w in flat panel strips can, by vir-
tue of Wagner and Lahdets experiments, be expressed in a
simple formula. Further experiments, particularly on
curved panels, are under way at the D.V~L.

The condition immediately after buckling Is in need
of a theoretical analysis by more accurate energy methods,
because this field presents great experimental obstacles,
ana”such an
assumptions

an@ysi~ would a~ford a check on several basic
of the calculation method.

I. INTRODUCTION

The stresses and deformations in thin-walled, rein- “
forced panels and shells under shear stress are usually
calculated for the condition after buckling of the skin
by Wagnerts tension bay theory (reference 1). This theory
assumes a uniform etress condition in a field hounded bV
stiffeners while disregarding for the time the compressive
stresses taken up by the buckled sheet. The buckling
stiffness of the sheet mm be allowed for by superposing
the stress condition prior to buckling on the tension bay
(reference 2).

The experiments of Wagner and Lahde on metal strips
(reference 3), the torsion tests of the D.V.L. on stiff-
ened circular cylindrical shells (reference 4), and much
practical experience have shown that the condition of
Wagner~s tension bay IS asymptotically reached when the
shear stress transmitted by the metal skin reaches around
50 to 100 times the buckling shear stress. But the” in-
terim stage Immediately after buckling is marked by non-
uniform stress distribution and by a considerable influ-
enoe of the compressive stresses still taken up by the
buckled sheet. This condition is hereinafter designated
as “incomplete tension bay.li The stiffeners in the incom-
plete tension b= are under smaller load than Wagnerts
theory would stipulate.

In monocoque airplane designs, buokling of the GOV-
erlng is usually permitted at a load producing stresses
between 10 and 50 percent of the allowable stresses.
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That 1s., the covering of the structural part in fall-..
Ing’condition i.e still in the-oond$tion of incomplete ten-
sional hay. The need for a far more refined calciil”ation
of bodies and wings makes a comprehensive investigation of
thie condition desir~b~e, although the oaloulation accord-
ing to Wagnerts assumptions is,al~ays on the %sf’eitside.

!The purpose of the present Investigation is to de-
velop an app”roxlmata theory for the calculation of the
stresses Q,IVd.deformations if stiffened panels and shells
after buok13ng of the skin. The theory covere the oaaen
of pure shear, pure compression, and combined stress;
The calculation of the stress distribution in the skin
buckles and the determination of the form of buokle by en-

ergy methods (reference 5) iS foregone in favor of an as-
sumed stress distribution law which IS adapted to the test
results through the introduction of a characteristic fac-
tor. The geometrical deformation in curved sheets is
treated in the same fashion. These factors can be obtained
from tests with metal p~els, partial shells, or reinforced
circular cylindrical shells.

After a survey of the buckling conditions for flat
and curved metal panels, we proceed to a detailed analysis
of the fundamental assumptions underlying the approximate
theory and to the presentation, according to this theory,
of the ~alysls of the stresses and the deformations in
stiffened shells with buckled skin. Lastly, the determi-
nation of the stress distribution factor from the experi-
mental results by Wagner and Lahde (reference 3) is given,

The particular problem treated by the approximate the-
“ory, is as follows: A oyllndrioal shell sootion of uni-
form (vanishing in the limiting case) curvature (fig. 1) iS
simul”tanoously stressed by shearing nnd normal foroes.
The applied loads are uniformly distributed over tho pe-
r$phory; tho normal fo’rcee act only in the dirootlon of
the elements of the eyllnder.

What , in the case of elastically flexlble stiffeners,
are the streeses and deformations at given load or the
forces necessary to reach predetermined deformations?
Special ctitiesare: pure compression, treated bere$ofore
chlefl from the point of view of apparent width (refer-
ence 6T and pure shear (references 4, 3, -d 2)0

,.
. .
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UET.AL PANELS UNDER

SIMPLE AND COMBIllED STRESSES

Tho buckling conditions for flat and curved panels .
and strips as well aS for unstiffencd circular cylindrical
shells under simplo strossos, have been compilod In Tahlo
of Formulas (p. 22). A discussion of tho formulas cam bo
found in Ebner~s report on shell bodies (roforonco 7),
whilo a comprohonslvo list of references on this subject
is given in the report by Ebner and Heck (reference 8).

The conditions of buckling for combined loading due
to normal and shearing forces have not been cleared up as
yet for all cases. For the flat strip under combined
stress, 17agmor (reference 9) gives:

(1)

whore ak and Tk are the critical stresses for buckling

under combined load, and U. and To the critical stress-

es for buckling in simple compression and shear, respec-
tively. He gives n = 2 for the expone~t n for the long
strip, while ChmalZa (roferenco 10) holds this approxima-
tion admissible for square pletes only, and claims that
for greater ratios of a/b (fig. 2) , a curve composed of
~everal branches is required. Bridget, Jerome, and Vosse-
ler (reference 11) also give the formula (1) with an ex-
ponent n = 3 for the critical combinod stress of the un-
atlffened circular cylinders; although the test data, upon
which.this is based, discloeo a wide scatter. Wagner and
Ballorstodt (roferonco 12) found tho relation (1) confirmed
In tkoir buckling tests with short thin-walled metal cylin-
ders in tho rango of suporposod compro~sivo stresses, while

tn- ‘&
arriving at a linear relationship botwoon # amd ~

o 0
with suporpoecd tension strossos. Concerning tho curved
panel or curved strip, dctailod studies aro ns yot lacking,
although it i.s li.koly thmt formula (1) TPill atlll bo ap-
plicEbJ.o for dotorminiag tho critical strcssos and that
exponont lies between n = 2 and n = 3. Hereinafter, the
relation expreseed hy formula (1) Is designated as “buck-
ling functionm (fig. 2). It must always be symmetrical
to the Uk/ ao axis and have P.horizontal tangent for

m
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Tao, because a revereal of ilireotion of shear strege
does not effeat the critical” atremea.. -,.,,., .. . ..-. -. . ....- ,, .-.

For further studlee, the orltioal pri?acimal gtrkeq

a2k ‘ which at the cari.tleal stress (uk.Tk) acts as maxiy

mum.compreflalve stress, is of importanoeg” If ok is the
critical normal stress and ?k the oritioal shear stress,
the critical prinaipal stress ~2k followta from the genw

eral law of the plane stress condition as:

(2)

Here the normal stresses, being compre~szve, are put down
negative. For uk=- uo, u2k becomes = - cJo and for
@ = O, ~ak becomes = - To. ~k remains a compressive
stress even by superposition of great tensile stressee.
If the. buokling function is plotted In the u - 7 system
of coordinates, then Mohrls cirole affords a simple graph-
ical means of determining the critical principal stress
a2k (fig. ?J). The radius of Mohrrs circle corresponds to
the principal shear stress:

Buckling is accompanied by a Stl?eEiS rt)arr&ULgemt3nt.

In pure compression the compressive stress in the center
of the panel between stiffeners remains almost oonstant;
and of the approximate order of magnitude of the buokling
etreos (referenco 5), while with increasing load the stress
In the stringers and in the a~oining pants of the panels
increases materially. In pure shear the second principal
stroso ~a after buckling is determ~ned by the flexural
stiffness of the skin and by the membrane stresses set up
at the skin wrtnkles as a result of their. ourvature in the
principal tension direction. Here also the sides of the
panels are able to mrry more than the oenter. The prin-
cipal tensile stress at absorbq the prinolpal share of .
the shear stress and the stiffeners whleh carried no lea@
before buckling, receive after buckling considerable
stre”s”ees’which may lead to failure of the struoture- (Cf.
Schapitz and others. )
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III. THllORETICAII CONSIDEIUTIOHS COI?CEEIJII!TG

THE INCOMPLETE TEBSIOli BAY

1. Genersl Stress and Strain Equations

The calculation of the ‘incomplete tension bayll
formed after buckling, rests on the theories of plane
strain and plane stress. Figure 4 shows a section between
two stringers and two bulkheads. On curved shell sec-
tions (fig. 1) the y-direction is in peripheral direction,
and the x-direction is in direction of the elements of the
surface ad consequently, that of the external normal
forces.

According to the theory of plane strain, tho angle
al between tho principal strain direction and the posi-
tive x-axis (c is tho maximum positivo strain) is:

.
(3)

Assuming for tho present, given normnl strains, the shear-
ing strain is:

In pure tension, c = Cx and tan al = O; in pure com-

pression, c = Cy and cot at = 00 From (4) it follows “

‘Y d.isappem?s in both cnsos. “Xy

In curved metal panels the irregular distortion bound
up with tho buckling is replaced by n moan contraction of
the skin in peripheral direction. This shortening of the
periphery due to wrinkling ”(designated hereafter by !&)

is determined as follows: The traces of the central sur-
face of t%e buckled skin on the longitudinal section planes
formed by the radii of curvaturo and the elements of the
cylinder, are of wave form (fig. 5), end permit by suffi-
ciently great shell length the unique determination of one
mean skin radius each in every sectional plane. The base
line of the cylindrical surface (Substitute surfaceit)
formed by these mean radii, passes between the stiffeners
usually between tho original arc and the chord and is,
with great shell length, symmetrical to the “panel center”

-.
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(fig. 6). If bl # is Its arc length between the stlffen-
.. ems, .and. .bz...the. O.rigln?l arc length.. tbp.w?$nk?!ng !Y _

bll - bl”

iEI defined”by C7 = ~z . If the wrinkling shortens

the arc to the Ohord,. then (With ~z = b&) -
.

. . . .

The series ~.evelopment of sin ‘+ leads, when brokci% off

after the term of the third degree, to the form
$Y

a-

v~a *
Zz-” It is the highest Yalue the wrinkling oan assume.

In flat metal panels the mrtnkling vanishes by virtue of
the wave symmetry with re~poct to the original center
plane of the metal skin.

qhe.investigation of the stress condition. is based on
the consideration of the ~quilibrium of a skin element
(fig. 6). If Un is the normal stress in the.seetlon
perpendicular to the x-direction, Ur the normal stress In

the section perpendicular to the y-direction, and a the
angle of principal axis and x-axis, the equilibrium equa-
tions read:

From tbe general la~s of the stresq condition follows:

u~ + U* = Crn +..ur
,“

Transformed, these relations” give:

From the fundamental equations of’ the plane stress ‘ ‘
oondition:

*This method of expressing the wrinkling was. first intro-
duced by H. ~ngnbr. .

— —-
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. .
... .

a~r + a7 aun a7 = ~
F

=Oand~x. .’!*
. .. . .

It is seen that with equal shear stress at every point
a~r aun-—
*

.omd~=o. So, if the” second principal stress

Da varies with y, then uith constant shear stress,

tan a must dso vary with y. If angle a is assumed
constant, the stress ~a must then also be put down con-

stant. The assumptions for a and Ua are treated in

the following section.

2. The l’undamenta,l Assumptions for

the Incomplete Tension Bay

Like Wagner~s ideal tension hay, the incomplete ten-
sion lIcy is an auxiliary concept,= The complicated atrese
and deformation processes immediately after buckling of
the sheet are to be amalyzed by a method which rests on
simplo premises and is adaptable to the actual behavior of
the panel by introducing. suitably chosen index values or

“ factors.

The auxiliary concept of ideal tension bay is first
extended to include the “complete” tension bay. The con-
cept of uniform stress and strain condition is preserved
at which the stress and strain princtpal axes are every-
where mutually coincident. But the second principal

a stress ua i?, in general, not neglected. Its magnitude.
is assumed as independent of the load; we put it down at

Oa = ~2k- I’or curved netal panels the wrinkling is as-

sumed to be given by its maximum value of [y = - CPl*/24
and independent of the load.

.
The concept of Ilincommletell tension ‘bay premises a

nonuniform distribution of the normal stress (Jn acting
in the sections at right angles to axis x (fig. 1). In
the middle of the panel between the stringers (fig. 4),
tho stress condition 1s, as in the tension bay theory,
promisod on an angle of tho principal axis ~ and on a

second prlnclpal stress ~zm ; thie giyes, according to

(5), a normal stress Unm in the middle of the panel.

But at the fixation points of the skin. this stress is con-
. .. . . .,

●

-—.
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sidored as participating with the stringers and the normal
gtreos Un = anL ,is computed from tho comprossivo and... . ...
bonding stresses by the l~tt-er. Thus the’ width of”the
skin by which it touahos the stringer is counted as part
of the strlngor (fig. 7). In the parts of tho bay botweon
center and stringers the normal stress an is to follow
the stress dlstrlbutlon law:

(6)

At panel center y = O, un = unm; for w = 0.5 the

distribution curve is a simple sinusoidal wave. For sim-
ple compressive stress this distribution law is suggested
by Lahde and Wagner~s measurements (reference 6). The ex-
ponent w is the factor for the stress distribution in
the incomplete tension bay.

As the load inc~eases the stress distribution ap-
proaches that of the complete tension hay; according to
figure 7, this process corresponds to a decrease of w
toward zero. The principal 6tress a2m in panel center

ifil assumed as Czm = u2k, so that, according to (5):

In curved panels the wrinkling ~= is considered depend-

ent on the degree to which the bu-ckling load Is exceeded.
The wrinkling tw is the index value for the geometrical

deformation of c~uved tension p~els.

How, the calculation iS materially simplified if the
strain in the incomplete tension bay is assumed uniform
-d the principal axes of stress and strain as being coin-
cident. But to do so IS to aggme the dlreotion angles cc
of the stress principal -es as everywhere the same. As
already stated under III, 1, the possibtltty of a scheme
compatible with the fund~ental equations of the plane
stress condition with equal shear stress 7 at every
point, is predicated on the ass~ption of equal principal
axes angles a and equal stresses at every point. That
Is to say, after introdu~lng the assumption of a homogene-
ous state of strain and coinciding principal axes of stress
and strain, the nonuniformly distributed stresses must be
replaced by mean values.

. —.
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The me&n” normal stress value Un over-the ordinate

between 7 ‘= O and y = b3/2 is: -

. . . . bl/2

6= = Unm - (Unm -
f

2’. .
‘nL) ~ (3

~inl/w ~
11 dy

For values of l/w = m, which are whole numbers and divis-
~ible by 2, the integral J(w) follows from the relation
(reference 13) :

m/2

/

8
J(w) = : sinm x dx = ~ mJ

n
2m QI a “

(7a)

c
o 2’

If ‘m is not divisible by 2, the formula
a

n/2

I

~m
(
m-n

~ 2“ )

J(w) ‘IT sinm x dx = —— (7b)
n m!

o

‘should be employed. For small values of w the calcula-
tion may be limited to the whole numbered values of m
and the rest interpolated, For higher values (say, for
l~w between 1 and 2), Gauss! II-function must be resorted
to. Figure 8 gives the curve of the integral

‘(w) ‘or
w= o to w = 0.5.

Accordingly, the mean normal stress value an is:

;n = Unm - (CTnm - ‘nL) ‘(w) (8a)

Introducing a mean principal axis-angle a; equation

(5) results in: Fn =TCOtCL~~a and assuming 02m =

U2]: ,
Fu = (7 cot ~ + uz~) (1 - J(w)) + ‘nL ‘(w)

To simplify further calculations, we write ~ - u, The .
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error introduced can be assessed aad if nehessary, elimi-
-na$ed by sqpcessive app,rox.tmation. With ~bu:,...
.

,Fn = (T cot a + C@ (1 - J(w)) .+ %L ‘(w).
and “ “

1

~ (8b)
5*=6 ~k(l-J + (unL -

(w)) “
T cot a) J(w)

.

The calculation “of angle CL and of stress UnL re-

quires an fialyels of the stress and strain condition of the
whole shell. “

3. Calculation of the Stresses and Strains

a) Stiffener stresses .- If s is the skin thlokness,
I’L the cross-sectional area of one stringer (inclusive of

supporting skin strip), P thp external normal load for
one panel, and U= the “stringer st”ress, the mean normal

stretas u Is defined by:
.

P~n—— <positive if tensile stress)
r~+b~e

The mean stress U= In the stringer follows from the equi-

librium of the internal -d external forces in a bay as:

which, with the abbreviation 8 = b~ l@L, beoomes:

The normal stress unL “In the skin across the stringers

is composed of the bending and the normal stress ~nL =

UB + ax. Then (9) substituted in (61a) for Fn , followed

by solution for u= gives:

U(l +- 8) (1 - .J(w)) ‘8 ‘(~j CB
=x = ‘8%ml+8J(W)-1 ‘*J(w)

1+ 8 J(w)
1- ‘(w)

which, with the abbreviation R = 1 + 8 J(W)
finally giVes:

-.

—— —-—
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ax =u(l+8R)-8unm R- q*(l=E) (9a)

The stringer stresses in consequence depend on the bending
moments (acting in the radial plane). This relationship
was confirmed in torsion tests with reinforced ciroular
cylindrical shells (references 4, and others). With equal
bulkhead spacing a, the mean value of the bending moment
between the bulkheads becomes zero, and the mean value of
the normal stress ax becomes:

5= = u (1+ 8 R) - 8 R (? COt a+ a2k) (9b)

In the longitudinal eection perpendicular to the bulk-
heads (cross-sectional area ~y , stress Oy , epacing a)

the sum of the internal foroes must be zero, whence

.Q4 ~r
‘Y=-

‘Y
(10)

For brevity, ve introduce: Y = ‘.
Fy

b) The mean principal stresses =1 and ?8 and the.—
. ~heorems for components of strain.- The mean value of the-—
normal stress On In
(9b) ~S:

5= =
cr(l+l?)-~

6
=

the whole bay follows from (9) and

o(l- E) + R (T cot (Z + ~ak) (11)

The factor R contains the quantity 8 = bl *. o

which is a function of the dimensions of the structure. It
is therefore not suitable to charactorlze In general the
stress distribution in a metal panel stressed beyond the
buckling limit.

From (5) follows:

~= ~n + T tan CC = U (1 - R)

+ R (T COt ~+~ak) + T t- a 1
further

.
Fr=&l-T Cot u=(l-R)(u-T cot G)+T

and

&=&+~r”~l =~n-~ COt ~=(l-R)(U-T

}

(12)

tall a+R ~2k

COt a)+R ~2k
J
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As in the foregoing f-ormulas, the angles cc are
still pnpown, the assumption of equlaxiality of stretam and
“fitrain condition must be int-~oduced’ and ttie angle a=al
computed according to (3). This requires the components
of ntraln e, ~x, and cr. Ifu= l~m denotee Poissonls

ratio, we have:

(13a)

By vio?tue of the homogeneity of the Btate of strain,
the strain 6X is equal to the stringer Btrain .

(1311)

The strain Cy comprises the bulkhead strain due to the
stress ax = - Y ur and a share allowing for the mean ~e-—
flection of the stringers. In curved panels this “Is sup-

k
plemented by the wrinkling . Under the assumption of

equal bulkhead spacings a, the mean deflection under the
longitudinal load p iS: fm = p a4/720 EJ. In the -case

of curved panel with inside reinforcement, we must put

P= Ur S Q (ql= angle at center between two stiffeners) and

J= JL (moment of $nertia..of stiffener section about axis
of center of gravity parallel to axis Y); the share of

s
‘mthe strain

‘Y amounts to - ZQ because the stiffener

deflects in the radial plane. On the other hand, if the
stiffener is at the edge, then p = Ur s and

(moment of inertia about axis perpe;d~:~ar to
gent); the share of the strain is m With

s P
~4

~
a4

viations
s

‘i = 720 rH JL and lt~=
720 b JL?

% ..(Y+P@p~

If the bay lies Inside and

% =
.( Y+ Rr+*K&z+ty

if on the edge.

a

J = JLI

shell tan-
the mbbre-

ty is:

q and ~ + ~ are, for short, written as K.
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In the case of pure tensile streds, C=g= and in

pure compressive stress, ~=~
Y

as stated under III, 1.

In both cases the ring stress disappears and the Initial
stresses between bulkheads aqd skin are left out of con-
sideration. In pure tension (because tana= O) we have

~a = Ur = O and c = ul/E. !l!hecomponent T cot a~u +

R— 62k~
1

when T+o
-R

and a~O, as follows from-

Ur = o. Asaumlng further. R = O (that is, J(w) = 1)
then ~1 .~nau==u and consequently, c = 6X. The

assiunption for R is necessary because the shell does
not buckle under pure tension. In pure compression

7 cot a = O and consequently, al = Or. For

a= n/2, it follows from Ul = Ur = O, that

-[(l- R)U+.RU2k]. In order that c-c
Y

pure com~ression, wo must have gy:” V us/E.

these.aecumptions cover only the conditions in
els: in straight panels ths considerations are
(reference 5).

T= O and

T tan a-

=Oin

However,

curved pan-
different

-s formulas for the angle of mrincimal aXii3 and

~& shearin~ straln.- In order to formulate (3) for
.,

tana a, we insert ‘/u2k in the traction ;> ma
w
J

Introduce the abbreviations ~ = ‘/C2k andTl= u/u2k s

Then we put tana a = Z/H, wherein

z = (d cot a-~) (R (1+6-v) + v) + d tam a + R (l+8-u)

and

N = d cot a [R - (l-R) (Y+K-v)]

+ d tan a (l+Y+K) + ~ (l-R) (1-v+’Y+K)

+ R (1-V+Y+K) + E cy/u2k (14)

According to (4)

Y Xy = 2 J- (15)

The previously treated case of pure shear Is obtained when
‘n = o. This formula differs from the one given previously

.
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‘(reference 4, and otherh) by the ooneideration of the trans-
..-,.- ver.se:,etradn-due to.-ekream .-ca and by the-modified formulg

for the transverse stress Cr. Jt should also be borne In
mind that the d valwes leoome negative beeauee Uak = -
T0“

If J(W) and lY are knofi forlt~eJl~adlng condi-

tions d and ~, we determine R =
1 + 8 J(W)

and oom-

pute suqgle a from (14) by trial. .The shearing strain

‘- is computed from (15) with the defined values of Z

and 1?, -d the stiffener stresses determining the shell
strength from (9) to (12)..

At the buokllng point in pure shear, we have .~ = O
and d = - 1. It Is readily seen that (14) must be sat-
isfied with tbn a = 1. We ha~e z.x=- (1 + v). Then
(15) gives: -

‘xY=+

and so establishes the
elasticity equation.

2(1+ V)TQ .~

E G

connection with the conventional

The calculation of incomplete tension bays is aooord-
ingly possible when the factors

b and w are experi-
mentally obtained In their relation to the loading condi-
tion.

4. The “Index Values of the Incomploto Tension Bay

Tho faator w concerns, as stated under III, 2, the
distribution of thq normal stresses un ovor the width of
tho bay. It is thorofore important for flat as well as
for ourvod metal bays and is of significance In all the
eondltlons of loading for a b~ckled skin which have been
troatod hero. In pure sh6ar and in combined stress
W--+o, J(w)+% and E~l with tho approach to tho

complete tension bay by .inoreasing load. R absumes an,... indeterm~tiate form at the buokllng potnt. In the case! of
a pure compressive load, the assumption that the second
principal stress U2m at p_81 center retains the crlti-
~al valu8 ! Uak independent of further loading, does not

exaotly hold true; this stress rather Increases (reference
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5, and J(w)’ and consequently w, are ~der the assnmp-

ti.on of constant principal stress a2m greater than cor-

responds to the actual- stress distribution. A relation
exists botwean the apparent width” bm and the factor R.
For “

P= aFL(l+8)=3x (FL+ bms)=~x~L+~n8~L

and nfter Insertion of (911)2

[
(T (1+ 8 E) -

‘EU4[1+:W”U’ 1+’)
u

whioh with tho abbreviation-, ~ = —
‘2k

and solution for R

gives:

!Che solution for hm/bl gives:

(16a)

(16b)

Thus for n =1(U= ~~k ) the bay Is fully supporting and

the corresponding value R becomes Indeterminate and must
be extrapolated from test data or else arrived at from
theoretical considerations. Given the apparent width from
test data or theoretical formulas, the relation (16a) al-
lows in the case of pure compression a determination of R
and consequently of J(w) and W.

The factor ty concerns only curved metal panels and

its practical Importance Is limited to the case of pure or
superposed shear stress. The magnitude of 1= approaches

with increasing load the limiting value - P1a/24 asymp-

totically; the law of this increase must be decided by
experiment. It is probable that In pure and superposed
shear the wrinkling is solely dependent on the magnitude
of the sheartng strains present.

For pure and superposed shear the factors ~y and w

are obtained from shear-compression tests on metal panels
in which the strains ~ and the stresses 3X corre-
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sponiiing to the applied stresses u and T must be mea8-
.- L.ur.od. l’roti ,(9B) follows:.: .,.,.... .- . . . . _

. “A- .,

“Z= -(J “ *k-m
R= (17%)

8[u- 7 tan a - u2k] ‘8(11 -dcotcU- 1)

On tho othor hand, from (4) follows:
. .

z=E(c- 6x)/u2k = * ~ t- a

~a, nftor solution for R (cf. (14) ana (19b):

d(tan CL+V cot a) + ~(1-v) - (Fx+~ E ya tm a)/a2k
R = ——— .—

(1-u) (q-a cot a-l)-
.

(17b)
Equating (17a) and (17b) gives n qun”dratlc equa-

tion for tnn a:

al tmla a+ 1)1 tan CL+ c1 = o (18)

with the abbreviations:

. . . .
!Che aolutlon gives angle h from the measured values of
z= and Y=7, after which R IS computes from .(17a) =a

J (w) from J(W) = ~ ~ ~ ~. The wrinkltng & is o%-

tained from

H =E(6- ~y)/u2k =“* E ya cot a/U2k

with consideration of (14) as: J

(7 = * Y=r cot a - [d cot a (R-(1-E) (Y+K-V)

+ 4 tan a (l+Y+K) + ~ (l-R) (1-v+Y+tc)

+ R (1-v+Y+K)] ~2k/E (19)
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The differences of stress in (17a) and those of strain
In (19) in the immediate vicinity of the buokllhg point
leave some doubt on ~ccount of the smallness of the stress-
es. In this range It seems desirable to supplement the
tasts by a theoretical analysis by means of energy me”thods;
this would also bring some clearness concerning the most
practical assumption for the principal stress u2m in
panel center. .

5. Determination of .Stress Distribution Factor w

from the Test Data by Wagner and Lahde

The shear-compression teets by Wagner and Lahde (ref-
eronco 3) with buckled panels under various stress condi-
tions constitute tho only oxperlments till now which af-
ford somo insight into the relation betwoon factor w and
tho I.oad. Tboso tostn wore made on panels with very
etrong stringers, so that approximately 8 - 0 and a - u=,
w“hilo ~ho “elongation

%
perpendicular to the direction

of comprosslon was larg.ly rostrainod (Y = K = 0: Cy = 0)”
Hovortholoss, their findings cro also applicahlo to moro
gonoral cnsos.

I?or constcst load ratios ~ = h, tho toets for shoots

of difforont thickness disclosod a linonr doc”roaso of tho
T

quotiont —- with dpcroasing squnro root of tho recip-
aym

rocnl utross rr.tio

T
-— = G/E
‘y XY f [:;;: ;:[?%1

(E)
whoro —T-- ia tho oxtromo vuluo of this qtiotlont for

YX2
u~k

+
= o. But ~-*0 for ~=O; that 1s, the ease of

.
~he Ideal tension bay. !!he~e we find for Cy = O

=1 ax
~)

T T“
- ~ sin a% coe Uz and — ——

xy~= ‘2EtanazC

Cosa a=/2.

: tans az

=

To Insure continuity with the elastic condition in
the evaluation of the tests at the buckling point, it is
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necessary to take the transferee elongation due to the
-. erushin~ “--‘Z(-CJx-)~into--consideration -d the lmokl.ing

point. Upon reaohing the complete tension bay this train
is neglected. hE’or this reasoa, we put cy = - v Gx 1 .
With this value, formulas (4)”and (12) give for E:

q[l-v (1- J~]. + d(ta,n *V cot. a) - m= Oot lz/2c@
EE——

(1-v) (T-4 cot a-l) ~ “
(170)

Equating (17b) and (17c) gives for 6X -.U:

cot 2a = A(l+v]~)*. (19)

u ~
with A=7-T. As R- 1-J (W)’

transformation of

(17b) gives:

A- (ta ~ + cot U)-(k)) u2k/T + ~ ~xy t- dT , .—-—-———
J(w) = (l-v) (A - COt a - u2k/T) “

(20)

Making use of the lln~ar relatlonehip between #

r

Xy

and
+’

we compute from (19 ) the angle a for all def-

ormation conditions ae well as the factor J(w) from

(20) , not forgetting that ~ = (A -~~ 4)/2~, ac-

cording ,%0 equation (2).

Figure 9 shows the factors

f~ + ‘or loadratiOs’-i=Caa The curve of A =

formula:

.

= 0,

- ‘la

- J(w) . plotted against

A = 0.6, h“= 1s2 and.

~computed according to the

%-- .
.

established by Margu~rre (referenoe 5) for the apparent
width with pyre compreseivo stress. The ourves for all
loadlng conditions could, as Is s.~en, be satisfactorily
approximated by one eingle curve.
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The stress distribution factor u for all Ne is
sufficiently exaotly obtainable from the formula:

(21)

If the values of lit are small, the formula 1s in good
agreement with the test data; br greater values it remains
on t~e safe side.

Translation by J. Vanier,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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Stres8

bmpres-
aion

Table of Formulas for the CriticalBuckling Stress of Plates and Shells Under Simple Stresses.
s; wall thickness: r, radius of curvature; v = :Q PoissonIsratio

Shear

Flatplates and strips

‘ “ “’4id12criti~ “.,E ~z

(.)compressive8WCMO” titi=kT_- ~

‘fil sides supported ~~.-

alb 0,4 0,6I1,0I1,4\1,8 2,4\3,0\w
k ,16,S214,2313>+ 3,@]”3J2j3,40 13,29]3,29

“AU sides clamped

a/bll1213[m

,, k I 7,7 I 6,7 I 6,4 I 6,0,’

)!riticalshear stress ‘$l&&2

A1l edges supported-
a/bI1,0,12 1,4\1,6.1,812,0?,5I3,0I~

,k 7,7516,5816,13+5,~65,6915,43]5,1815,02I M
..

A1l edges clamped
a/b 1 2 ~.

,k.\12,7\9,517,~,’

Curved plates and strips
Unstiffenedcircular
cylindricalshells

a-’?:’”’ ‘““ f:’‘;?;eg;s

Redshamls formula “
D
nrr

.h=]/6~~7{~,zll-~l(~~+&~~~~} ~,ff;;”of’::;:l

Edges countedas supported buckling, etc..
allowed for,,

,.,.,
,,

,,,.

~ ‘!~f- ~
for&<5z, ~,

.%% ““

Critical shear stress ‘

*,=1:’+ (%-Y+% ~ ~ : ~ (R’:;g;:!

With ~~‘.AJ~E (Sld; ‘ ;

(
TR=0,1Es/r+ 5,0,E-;-~. “, ‘,,, ,.

Edges counted as supported \ ,..
)
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Figure 2.- Buckling fomation of plates and shells
combined no-l and sheari~ stress”
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Figure 7.- Distribution of the
normal stress an

over the width of panel.
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Figure 8.- Curve of integral~
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Figure 6.- Equilibrium of
skin element.
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plotted.sgainat

stresfaratio ~for flat
metal strip(Yhgner and Lahde
test)
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